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 Pulmonary endoarterial biopsy

 Precision therapy

 Creation of large animal models

 Selective therapy
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Occlusive disease of the pulmonary arteries 
leading to severe hemodynamic abnormalities, 
right heart failure, and premature death  
Despite recent advances and new clinically 

approved drugs, yearly mortality continues to 
be about 15%, and the 5-year survival for PAH 
remains close to 60% 
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PAH is associated with disordered signaling 
and growth in both pulmonary endothelial and 
smooth muscle cells
The molecular mechanisms of PAH are 

incompletely understood
The inaccessibility of pulmonary vascular 

tissue has limited studies to better define the 
mechanisms of PAH
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A minimally invasive method to obtain 
endovascular samples coupled with recently 
developed genetic expression analyses could 
enhance our understanding of the 
histomolecular processes associated with PAH 
and lead to improved therapies 
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 OBJECTIVE: Evaluate the performance of a 
new arterial biopsy catheter in obtaining 
endovascular samples in normotensive and 
hypertensive animals, in a lung transplant 
model of rejection and in “shunt” models of 
pulmonary hypertension
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►7.9F device (8F - long sheath)

►Percutaneous (jugular or femoral venous access)
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Two wire-reinforced flexible tubes 
 Inner tube has a stainless steel distal end with a 

beveled opening 
A vacuum is coupled to the inner tube to draw in 

arterial tissue into the beveled opening
Outer tube stainless steel cutting distal end cuts 

arterial tissue when advanced
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 Beveled opening – inner tube
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 Biopsy sample in beveled opening
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Normotensive and hypertensive animals
External jugular vein catheterization
2-3 mm distal pulmonary artery biopsy
Multiple biopsy samples obtained from 

targeted vessels
Angiograms obtained pre and post biopsy
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►Monthly infusion of 0.3-0.9 mm ceramic 
microspheres into superior vena cava

►PA pressure increased acutely after each 
microsphere infusion, partially recovered 
between infusions, and steadily increased over 
time

►Biopsy at systolic PA pressures 10-100 mmHg
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►Sample retrieval success rate > 75%
 Minimal clinical effect of the procedure: no 

deaths, uncomplicated recovery from 
anesthesia
Biopsy samples: average size = 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.3 

mm, presence of endothelium = 68%, 
increased intimal thickness with more 
hypertension
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normotensive: 15% vascular irregularities
hypertensive: rare vascular irregularities, 

16% transiently occluded vessels 
Follow-up angiography 1 month later –

occlusions resolved, no aneurysms, 
thrombi or hemorrhage
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►Smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells 
successfully cultured from biopsy samples
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►Follow-up angiography at 2 weeks and 2 
months 
All had smooth vascular contours  
At necropsy, biopsy sites were difficult to 
identify 
Histology: biopsy sites showed mild localized 
neointimal hyperplasia,  no perivascular 
hemorrhage
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For patients with severe pulmonary 
hypertension
Survival is limited by rejection, infection and 

bronchiolitis obliterans
A method to improve our understanding and 

diagnosis of transplant rejection is needed
Pulmonary endovasculature may be revealing
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►Single left lung transplant
►Immunosuppresion for 2 weeks, then stop
►Biopsy every 2-3 days until full rejection and 

euthanasia
►Test biopsy samples for ICAM-1, VCAM-1 

and E-selectin mRNA levels
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- No increase in ICAM-1 or E-selectin mRNA levels
- Increase in VCAM-1 mRNA from biopsies of 

transplanted lung vs native lung
- Progressive increase in VCAM-1 with longer 

rejection times
- VCAM-1 mRNA changes detected prior to histologic 

changes
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►Create a model of high pressure and high flow 
in the pulmonary arterial system

►Assess the histologic and mRNA changes 
sequentially
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►Baseline Biopsy 
►Left thoracotomy
►Disconnect LPA from MPA
►Connect LPA to descending aorta
►Biopsy hypertensive LPA at 7, 21, 60, 90 and 

180 days after surgery 
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Identify gene expression at different 
time points
Analyze upregulated genes, compare 
to currently available FDA-approved 
drugs 
Novel genes, novel drug list
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Generate a list of available drugs that inhibit upregulated 

PAH genes 

Novel drug list: drugs used for other diseases (cancer, 

atherosclerosis, inflammation, immunological conditions), 

not previously used in PAH

Drug list may be stage-specific

Novel upregulated genes need to be analyzed
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 Analyze microRNA (miRNA) expression levels during the 
progression of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) in the 
surgical shunt model.

 RNA, isolated from biopsy samples, was loaded into 
illumina miRNA expression microarrays containing ~1200 
miRNAs.

 Three groups were defined: (1) Normal (baseline); (2) High 
Flow Low Pressure ‘HFLP’ and (3) ‘PAH’

 There were pressure sensitive changes in miRNA expression
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Table 1A. Animal, days post-shunt surgery, and pulmonary artery pressure (PAP)



		                    Pig # 1

		

		

		

		      

		Pig # 2

		



		Day

		PAP

		PAP mean

		

		

		Day

		PAP

		PAP mean



		Day -7

		18/10

		16

		

		

		Day -7

		20/11

		16



		Day 10

		22/17

		19

		

		

		Day 6

		19/15

		16



		Day 24

		85/62

		72

		

		

		Day 21

		20/15

		17



		Day 59

		89/50

		58

		

		

		Day 55

		23/15

		19



		Day 94

		100/81

		82

		

		

		Day 83

		93/68

		80



		

		

		

		

		

		Day 104

		91/69

		80



		

		

		

		

		

		Day 140

		92/70

		81
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Table 1B. Animal, days post-shunt surgery, and pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) 



		BASELINE

		

		

		

		HFLP

		

		

		

		PH

		

		



		Animal, Day

		PAP

		PAP mean

		

		Animal, Day

		PAP

		PAP mean

		

		Animal, Day

		PAP

		PAP mean



		1, Day -7

		18/10

		16

		

		1, Day 10

		22/17

		19

		

		1,Day 24

		85/62

		72



		2, Day -7

		20/11

		16

		

		2, Day 6

		19/15

		16

		

		1, Day 59

		89/50

		58



		

		

		

		

		2, Day 21

		20/15

		17

		

		1, Day 94

		100/81

		82



		

		

		

		

		2, Day 55

		23/15

		19

		

		2, Day 83

		93/68

		80



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		2, Day 104

		91/69

		80



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		2, Day 140

		92/70

		81
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Symbol Baseline HFLP PAH

hsa-miR-586 4183.74 142.81 42.62
hsa-miR-520d 114.97 66.23 14.32
hsa-miR-496 90.38 5.54 5.18
hsa-miR-935 837.14 777.94 14.23
solexa-5620-151 92.30 33.55 5.07
hsa-miR-494 8875.62 546.81 343.70
hsa-miR-1321 31.00 18.23 3.29
hsa-miR-292-2-3p 99.25 43.96 14.28
hsa-miR-95 1310.30 924.85 311.18
hsa-miR-128b 3060.68 1647.50 925.46
hsa-miR-495 370.00 234.11 45.81
hsa-miR-521 493.90 304.45 161.33
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Symbol Baseline HFLP PAH
hsa-miR-520g 0.01 12.69 2772.39
hsa-miR-331-5p 0.01 8.11 1700.55
hsa-let-7d 0.01 2147.63 1499.40
hsa-miR-187 0.01 558.78 1144.02
hsa-miR-130a 0.01 8.99 912.52
hsa-let-7g 0.01 12.96 216.74
hsa-miR-519e 0.01 15.76 52.02
hsa-miR-192 1.26 430.69 529.41
hsa-miR-568 17.25 883.92 1036.96
hsa-miR-1203 2.62 54.43 148.59
hsa-miR-28-5p 381.67 4105.59 5756.85
hsa-miR-1273 11.78 26.17 80.09
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Sequentially assess vessel biology in PAH, transplant 
rejection and other pulmonary vascular diseases
Detect disease- & stage-specific gene/miRNA changes  
Identify novel applications for existing drugs
Identify new genes, miRNAs and new drugs 
Individualize pharmaco-transcriptomics
Assess histo-molecular responses to therapy
Final FDA validation study just concluded (2019).
HDE designation (2019)
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Microspheres – canine 

DAo-LPA shunt

Microspheres – porcine

Carotid-Jugular shunt

Microspheres + LNAME
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 Exercise Facilitates Early Recognition of Cardiac and Vascular Remodeling in Chronic Thrombo-Embolic 
Pulmonary Hypertension in a Novel CTEPH Swine Model.

 Stam K1, van Duin RWB2, Uitterdijk A2, Cai Z2, Duncker DJ3, Merkus D2.
 Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol. 2017 Nov 22
 Chronic thrombo-embolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) develops in 4% of patients after pulmonary embolism and is 

accompanied by an impaired exercise tolerance, which is ascribed to the increased right ventricular (RV) afterload and a 
ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) mismatch in the lungs. This study investigated changes in arterial PO2 and hemodynamics in 
response to graded treadmill exercise during development and progression of CTEPH in a swine model. Swine were 
chronically instrumented and received multiple pulmonary embolisms by (i) microsphere infusion (Spheres) over five 
weeks, (ii) endothelial dysfunction by administration of eNOS inhibitor L-Nω-Nitroarginine methyl ester (LNAME) 
during seven weeks, (iii) combined pulmonary embolisms and endothelial dysfunction (LNAME+Spheres), or (iv) 
served as sham-operated controls (Sham). After nine weeks follow-up, embolization combined with endothelial 
dysfunction resulted in CTEPH as evidenced by a mean pulmonary artery pressure of 39.5±5.1mmHg versus 
19.1±1.5mmHg (Spheres, p<0.001), 22.7±2.0mmHg (LNAME, p<0.001) and 20.1±1.5mmHg (Sham, p<0.001), and a 
decrease in arterial PO2 that was exacerbated during exercise, indicating a V/Q-mismatch. RV dysfunction was present 
after five weeks of embolization, both at rest (trend towards increased RV end systolic lumen area, p=0.085 and decreased 
SVi p=0.042) and during exercise (decreased SVi vs Control p=0.040). With sustained PH, RV hypertrophy (Fulton index 
p=0.022) improved RV function at rest and during exercise, but this improvement was insufficient in the CTEPH swine to 
result in an exercise-induced increase in cardiac index. In conclusion, embolization in combination with endothelial 
dysfunction results in CTEPH in swine. Exercise increased RV afterload, exacerbated V/Q mismatch and unmasked RV 
dysfunction. 
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 Limitation of PAH medications, systemic effects
 Aim to target the drug more exclusively to the 

pulmonary vasculature
 In our models: High levels of inflammatory markers 

in PAH
 Peptides target “Tissues with high inflammation”
 Peptides have been tested which improve targeting of 

chemotherapeutic agents to tumors but not normal 
tissues
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CAR: A Pulmonary Hypertensive Homing Peptide

Distribution of CAR in tissues of a normal (A-E) and a 
SU/Hx/Nx PAH rat (F-J) 

Toba et al., A Novel Vascular Homing Peptide Strategy to Selectively Enhance Pulmonary 
Drug Efficacy in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension, Am J Path. 2014.
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To examine if CAR increases drug 
transportation into the hypertensive 
lungs, tissue concentrations of imatinib 
were measured in isolated salt 
solution-perfused PAH lungs. 

Co-administered CAR markedly 
increased imatinib levels in PAH lung 
tissues compared to those without 
CAR.
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Dose-response curves to fasudil (A) and imatinib (B) (iv, bolus) mixed with 
and without CAR (3 mg/kg) for right ventricular systolic pressure (RVSP) and 
systemic arterial pressure (SAP) in PAH rats.  Values are means ± SE. N = 
5-6. *p < 0.05 vs. without CAR. 

Toba et al., A Novel Vascular Homing Peptide Strategy to Selectively Enhance 
Pulmonary Drug Efficacy in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension,Am J Path.2014.
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 CAR is an effective homing peptide to hypertensive 
pulmonary vasculature in PAH

 CAR binds selectively to pulmonary arteries
 CAR facilitates the effect of sildenafil and immatinib 

in acute and chronic small animal models of PAH
 CAR may have beneficial effects on other diseases 

associated with inflammation: tumor regression, 
sepsis, CF, cachexia 

 Ongoing CAR studies in large animal models
 Eventual use in patients
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 Continued progress in understanding the cellular and 
molecular events associated with pulmonary 
hypertension – cellular studies, endoarterial biopsy

 Better pulmonary vasodilators, growth inhibitors
 Improved drugs for and surveillance of lung 

transplant rejection
 Ultimate aim: relieve symptoms and prolong 

survival, cure PAH
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